Veerangana: to be an Ambassador of Women Safety
By:Jayanta Chakraborty
Good things should be advertised. During Durga Puja I have read one book written by R. K. Laxman and
another is a Bengali Mouthpiece published by Udaipur Kick Boxing Association collected from one of
my friends. Although it is named Mouthpiece but it looks as Souvenir. It is their first edition.
The name of Mouthpiece is very pleased to listen as “VEERANGANA” with graceful cover page. It is not
like general publication that various organisations choose publish souvenir as a part of main events.
Instead it has chance to provide some values regarding women’s safety life. Safety and sanctity of
Women becomes fade when incidents like dowry deaths, tortures even in “well educated” families,
physical & mental harassment, taunting largely from the part of mother in law and other ill minded
members, rape, early marriage sponsored by parents, killing of girl
child being occurred in all parts of the country. These incidents are
painful and reflect our mindset.
Amit (Podder), local Boxer and Coach has written a good piece of
editorial and need not go further to write down another essay on
“Protection on women”. It may be helpful to private tutors. The
pages of this Magazine are made of good quality which is
necessary to feel better.
First part of this magazine beats its own drum. It is essential
otherwise nobody will come forward to make your publicity up to
the level of own satisfactorily. Page no 1 to 11 thus consists of
Association’s past activities. In these pages, space management
should have been better. Photos are not clear and demands better
placement. Font alignments should have been articulated carefully. Spelling mistakes would have been
avoided if edited. All these criteria do matter for circulation. I didn’t digest to see so many “Hon’ble”
placed before almost every names and designation. A marketed souvenir does not require to show over

respect. The main part, second part of Mouthpiece, starts from page 12 with prominent spelling
mistakes with a diagram of human body as training of kick boxing begins with basic of human body
organs. It should be helpful to inspire guardians to send their children for self defence training. The
matter further reiterated by Swapan Bhattacharjee, a writer, whose short writing is found in Page No –
28. Page No 17 to 19 is a part of token of acknowledgement to recognise the achievers which will inspire
all to achieve further. Pradip Sarkar and Kiron Bhowmik have poured different taste in women (safety)
recipe. They reviewed a book “Contribution of Tripura in Liberation War of Bangladesh” written by
Salam Azad.

Kishore Ranjan Dey has written a good piece of poem “KANYABHRUN” which I like the most. Other
pieces of write up contributed by B. K. Roshni, Rabi Dhar, Goutam Saha are good to provide some
messages regarding women safety and development.
Other pages come as an encouragement and support to Association to sustain and extend their efforts
for women safety and development. Association should decrease its price when all Government’s
Departments support generously. The Mouthpiece should get encouragement for further publication.

